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To all whom it may concern. * 
Be it known that I, LEONHARD BECKIER, a 

citizen of the German Republic, and resi 
dent of Wiesbaden, Germany, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Vaporizers for Internal – Combustion En 
gines, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

atomizing or Vaporizing the fuel in internal 
combustion engines; and it comprises a de 
wice for simply and thoroughly atomizing 
or Vaporizing the fuel, whereby, a complete 
combtistion of the gases is einsured Essen 
tially the invention consists in utilizing the 
principle of the reaction wheel, as for in 
stance, used in Water sprayers in the irriga 
tion of gardens. In carrying out this prin 

| ciple'a Wheel Orrotatabl? body is Setin rota 
tion by the reaction of the working medium 
issuing in fine jets, whereby owing to the 
rotation and the spraying tubes the working 
medium is atomized to the highest extent 
possible. 
The accompanying drawing ilustrates by 

way of example a suitable apparatus em 
bodying the invention. In the drawing:– 

Figure i is a cross-section through th? 
improved waporizing apparatus, and 
Figure 2 is a plan of the reaction or nozzle 

Wheel. 
The sane letters of reference indicate sin 

ilar parts in both figures. 
The improved waporizeris located between 

the carbureter and the motor, and is pref 
erably attached to the former in some suit 
able way–for instance, by means of the 
lover flange on its case A, so that the gaseous 
mixture wil pass from the carbureter into 
the Vaporizer through the central opening 6 
in Said flange, said opening having mounted 
in it a bearing piece or Spider f. On enter, 
ing the Vaporizer, the gaseous mixture will 
pass directly into the interior of a rotating 
body or wh?el b, provided atits upper part 
with a peripheral series of bent spraying 

i tubes (, and will produce a reaction which 
sets the wheel body b in rotation in the op 

i posite direction to the direction in which the 
tabe openings point: Said body being fixed to 
a vertical shaft g. which is mounted at one 
end in the bearing in Spider f, and at its 
other end in a similarbearing piece or Spider 

*, mounted in the upper or Outlet opening i 
in the top of the Vaporizer case. The tubes 
or, mist as in garden sprayers, and split up 
the gasor the gas mixture into minutest par 
ticl?sto which particles they impart a very 
high Velocity. In this manner an intimate 

The high Velocity and the minuteness of the 

| a produce an extremely fine drizzling rain 

60 
mixture of the gas with the air is obtained. 
particles prewent, furthermore, the forma 
tion of drops. This latter feature is of very 
great importance inasmuch as the formation 
of drops prewents complete combustion, 
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particularly when heavy oils are employed, 
and thus constitutes the cause of the dis 
agreeable Smoke development. By means of 
the nozzle, clocated in the lower part of the 
casing, cold air if needed may be added to 
the mixture. Heating of the working me 
dium is not mecessary as extensive experi 
ments have proved that the process brings 
about a perfect mixture and extremely fine 
atomization. From this it follows that when 
a cold g?s mixtureis employed the best 
imaginable volumetric eficiency of the ex 
ploding mixture is obtained. For the pur. 
pose of thoroughly stirring the gas-air mix 
ture prior to its entrance into the reaction 
wheel, an auxiliary impeller or fand is pro- i 
vided and is Secured to the shaft g within 
the wheel body. i ' . . 

Jt will be readily understood that changes 
may be made within the scope of the inven 
tion as recited in the appended claim. 
What I claim as my invention and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent is:– 
A vaporizer for internal combustion en 

gines, comprising a case having an inlet for 
communication with the carbureter of the 
engine to receive the gaseous mixture there 
from, and aso having an outlet opening for 
communication with the engine intake to 
deliver the Vaporized mixture thereto; a wer 
tical Shaft in Said. case supported in at least 
one of Said openings; a hollow body carried 
by said, shaft and having an Open inlet end 
which is disposed immediately Opposite and 
adjacent to the inlet opening in the case, to 
permit the gaseous mixture entering said 
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case to pass directly into Said body; and a 
Series of bent spraying tubes attached to the 
Periphery of Said body and through which 
the mixture is adapted to flow, whereby said, 
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body will be automatically rotated at high name to this specification in the presence of 
speed solely by the reaction of the mixture two Subscribing witnesses, at Stuttgart, Jan 

i on said tubes during its passage there- uary 11, 1924. | 
i through, and said mixture will be discharged . . LEONHARD BECKIER. 

i 5 from the tubes in the form of an extremely Witnesses: | | 
i fine mist. | H. UEBELE, 

In testimony whereof I have signed my O. LEMINITzER, Jr. 


